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Overview
Accessing patient data directly at the point-of-care via wireless technologies is a major focus among
healthcare providers. In a recent survey of healthcare IT decision makers, 80% reported that mobility
initiatives were more important to their organizations than they were a year ago. Applications leading the
way included electronic health records (EHR), computerized physician order entry (CPOE) and medication
administration. These initiatives drive overall improvements in patient care and new efficiencies. They
were associated with 31 percent reduction in manual errors, and an increase of 39 productive minutes per
worker per day. (Motorola Enterprise Mobility Barometer: State of Mobility in HealthCare, 2009.)
The flipside, of course, is the mandate for privacy and security in light of HIPAA regulations, as well as
ensuring that productivity gains are not negated by system complexity. If the technology is difficult or
frustrating to use, clinicians whose primary
mission is treating patients — not tackling IT
issues — will partially comply with using the
Marshfield Clinic Spans Multiple
system, circumvent it or simply abandon it.
Locations with Seamless Coverage

WirelessDeployment
Strategies
On a hospital campus or in outpatient
clinics, mobile clinicians typically access
data over a wireless LAN through
strategically located access points. In
the community, home-health workers,
emergency-services personnel and other
mobile clinicians access data networks
using air cards from cellular carriers.

Wisconsin-based Marshfield Clinic wanted its nurses,
medical assistants and more than 800 physicians to be
able to access critical applications and images, and
update EHRs at the point of care. With 40 hospital,
clinic and retirement home locations to cover, they
turned to Mobility XE for continuous application access
as staff moves between wireless and wired networks.
And since Mobility XE encrypts all wireless transmissions and protects networks from unauthorized
access, Marshfield no longer worries about the security
of its sensitive patient records.
“Mobility was easy to implement… We were euphoric.
NetMotion was like a guy on a white horse riding up with
a solution. It enabled everything to come together.”
- Tom Berg, Dir. of Clinical Info. Services

In both scenarios, maintaining continuous
connections can be a challenge. Medical
centers harbor “dead spots” for coverage
such as long hallways, stairwells, elevator
shafts and hidden obstructions. Cellular coverage can be spotty due to man-made obstacles, reflective
surfaces, varied terrain and tower distribution. When clinicians enter no-coverage zones, the network
connection drops, open applications hang or crash, and physicians and nurses are forced to re-login to
the system and may need to re-enter lost data.

Improved Care, Fewer Help-Desk Calls:
Mobility XE for Healthcare
NetMotion Mobility XE is a mobile Virtual Private Network (VPN) widely used in healthcare settings.
Organizations that have implemented Mobility XE have realized the clinical improvements of bedside data
access, while sharply reducing help-desk calls from users. That is because unlike other types of VPNs,
Mobility XE is expressly designed for mobile environments. In such environments, workers roam and use
computing devices constantly, while expecting uninterrupted use of open applications throughout the
workday. Other types of VPNs can handle some of the security requirements, but not the practical mandate
to keep clinicians maximally productive and able to focus on their patients.
Here are the fundamentals of how Mobility XE delivers security with a seamless user experience.
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Authentication
Mobility XE supports multiple authentication methods and degrees of security. In addition to familiar user
name + password authentication, it also supports strong authentication methods that combine something
the user knows (a password) with something that the user has. This is important if there is any concern about
a device being accidentally misplaced, lost or stolen, and the risk that would present to sensitive patient
records. These strong authentication measures include:


Smart cards that fit into a reader on the mobile device



Digital certificates stored in a secured location on the mobile device



RSA SecurID devices, which require that the user enter a PIN in order to access a revolving number



Biometric fingerprint readers that that are installed on some portable computers

Regardless of the authentication method or methods, logging onto the NetMotion Mobility XE mobile VPN
is as simple as logging on with standard Windows credentials. This user transparency is vital in a healthcare
setting where clinicians need to focus on patient care – not on their devices.

Encryption
NetMotion Mobility XE supports FIPS 140-2 validated AES encryption at 128-bit, 192-bit or 256-bit strengths,
in keeping with the mandate to protect confidential patient data. It secures the entire connection path,
maintaining a continuous encrypted tunnel from the client device in the clinician’s hands to the Mobility
server in the data center. Regardless of the combination of networks the data traverses – including Wi-Fi,
cellular or wired campus networks – Mobility XE
Visiting Nurse Service of New York
safeguards both patients and the healthcare
Finds Home for Mobility XE
organization.
The nations’s largest not-for-profit home-care
agency employs more than 2500 home-health
clinicians, making more than two million patient
visits annually. Tablet PCs communicating over
cellular data networks allow real-time access to
patient data. To protect confidentiality and
eliminate complexity for their workers, they
deployed the Mobility XE mobile VPN for a solution
that was streamlined and easy to manage.
“Beyond its capabilities to let our clinicians roam
across different networks securely, we can also
control which websites clinicians access, and we
are able to push out anti‐virus updates to the
remote client devices.”
- Randy Cleghorne, Director of IT

Application Persistence
Even when network connections are interrupted,
as might happen when a physician enters an
elevator or an ambulance traverses a tunnel,
Mobility XE has the unique ability to maintain
both the network session and any open
applications. Applications don’t lose data even
when in the middle of a transmission. Any
application that runs on a wired network works
in a wireless environment with Mobility XE,
including medical records, PACS, physician
order entry, medical monitoring, pharmacy,
patient registration, scheduling, housekeeping,
billing and accounting.

Internetwork Roaming
When users cross network boundaries and access multiple networks, Mobility XE automatically handles
any separate network logins without requiring user intervention. This is especially advantageous when using
cellular networks, as coverage is sometimes spotty and organizations often need to employ two or more
carrier networks to fully cover their service area. The same seamless roaming applies when using multiple
access points on a medical campus.
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Policy Management
Policy Management heightens security and productivity by controlling how applications, users and devices
access networks. It is possible to allow only specific clinical applications, prohibit web browsing, only allow
access to an intranet or specific clinical sites, or to set restrictions based on connection speed or time-of-day.
Tablet PCs used by roaming clinicians,
smartphones in the hands of physicians,
St. Joseph’s Hospital Overcomes
Multi-story Coverage Problems
notebooks carried by home-health workers
and executive laptops can all have different
At Wisconsin-based St. Joseph’s Hospital, laptops on
policies, further defined at the user level.

Network Access Control
Integrated Network Access Control (NAC)
verifies that devices have required security
precautions in place – such as patches,
operating system updates, and active
antivirus with current signatures – before
allowing a connection. NAC integrates with
Policy Management to automatically
remediate devices, in a way that doesn’t
interfere with patient-care duties.

Quality of Service

medical carts and tablet PCs carried by physicians
roam throughout the facility, across multiple floors
which present numerous transmission obstacles. To
deliver high-level security, allow access to medical
records from anywhere, and sustain application
sessions as clinicians roam in and out of coverage,
the hospital adopted Mobility XE.
“Devices became much more reliable with Mobility.
We got lots of positive feedback from nurses…
Mobility’s VPN gave us one more level of security for
patient information.”
- Todd Zieglmeier, IT Manager

Traffic-shaping capabilities give priority access to network bandwidth to the most critical applications, so
that Web browsing or large file downloads don’t interfere with the medical mission. Patient monitoring
systems or applications that physicians depend on, such as patient point-of-care, CPOE or PACs, may be
assigned higher priority than scheduling and billing. Medical centers that employ VoIP devices for push-totalk communications may single out voice traffic for highest priority to preserve quality.

Device Management
Managing hundreds of devices deployed throughout a medical center, inside ambulances or carried by
roaming home-health workers is difficult, especially when management activities can’t risk interfering with
clinical duties. Mobility XE allows device management through a central console, and also integrates with
enterprise-level management solutions from third parties. The integration allows management chores, such
as application updates, to run when users aren’t actively logged on, between shifts.

Analytics and Notifications
Monitoring performance across multiple networks is a challenge, especially when those networks are outside
of IT’s direct control. Analytics measure and report on device and network usage, while notifications alert
administrators about problems – often before they reach a threshold that could impact clinicians. This can
dramatically decrease help desk calls, and assist in resolving issues before they can impact patient care.

For More Information
For healthcare case studies and more information about Mobility XE, please visit
www.netmotionwireless.com or contact sales@netmotionwireless.com for more information.
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